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ABSTRACT: Robust algorithms for estimating the state of control objects based on advanced observers of the kalman 

type are presented. An estimator with exponential weighting of data is considered, and the Riccati equation includes a 

shift by analogy with the case of a linear quadratic controller. For the case of a nonlinear observer, an adaptation 

algorithm is given. The problem of synthesizing an observer with a noisy output is also considered. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

To generate feedback in automatic control systems, information on the state vector of the control object is required. In 

the case when all state variables are available for measurement, for a controlled system, you can choose feedback that 

provides the desired dynamic properties of a closed system. In practice, usually the measured variables of an object are 

only individual components of the state vector or linear combinations of these components. The installation of 

additional sensors, on the one hand, leads to an increase in the cost of the system, and, on the other hand, measuring 

devices add extra dynamics to the control system, which complicates the synthesis of the control system. Thus, the 

need arises for solving the observation problem, namely, the task of obtaining current information about the state vector 

of dynamic systems from measured variables [1-8]. 

 

The observation problem, which is the fundamental task of the theory of automatic control, is solved on the basis of the 

theory of state observers. In many cases, only after solving the observation problem can we begin to solve the control 

problem, namely, the synthesis of feedback [4,5,9]. 

 

II.FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
 

Consider a dynamic object described by the equation: 

)()(')()()()( twtutBtxtAtx  ,       (1) 

where ux ,  and w  – are state, control, and noise vectors of dimensions mn,  and n, respectively, and А and В – are 

matrices of dimensions nn  and mn , respectively. The real input of the object u   – is determined by the expression: 

 )()( tuGtu  ,       (2) 

where u is the desired input, G  is some operator. 

 

When receiving state estimates, only signal u can be used. The vector of dimension 1l  of the sensor output has the 

form: 

    vzLzLzLwtzLty
T

ll  )(,...),(),()()( 2211 ,     (3) 

where 

)()()( txtCtz  ,       (4) 
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andv – interference measurements in dimension 1l , a )(tC  - nl   matrix dimension. 

In real cases, there is only approximate knowledge about the operators G  and L, namely Ĝ and L̂ . Then the extended 

Kalman filter [10, 11], based on such knowledge about the object, can be described using the equation: 

    zLyKuGBxAtx ˆˆˆˆ)(ˆ  ,      (5) 

where X̂  and K  mean, respectively, a state estimate and a Kalman gain. 

 

Let xxx ˆ~   denote the estimation error. It is necessary to determine the conditions when the observer will be 

asymptotically stable (i.e., 0~ x at t ) in the absence of interference [2,5]. 

 

Suppose that А, В, С are non-stationary, and LG,  – are non-stationary unambiguous non-linearities without memory. 

At the disposal of the designer are «estimates» Ĝ and L̂ . In addition, even if the L  will be continuous and 

differentiable everywhere. If   /),()(' tLL ii  – is designated, then the extended Kalman filter will be described 

by equation (5), and the Kalman gain will be described by the expressions [9, 10]: 

)()ˆ('ˆ)()( 1 tWzLttK 
 ,       (6) 

 CzLzLzL lli )ˆ(ˆ,...),ˆ(ˆdiag)ˆ('ˆ 1 ,      (7) 

where xCz ˆˆ   a W – ll   – is a positive-definite dimensional matrix corresponding to the covariance matrix of noise 

interference in the sensors. Here )(t  – is the Riccati matrix of the extended Kalman filter corresponding to the 

expression: 

VCzLWzLCAA TT   )ˆ('ˆ)ˆ('ˆ 1 .     (8) 

Let us assume that 0)0( 0  , a )(tV  – positive definite matrix of size nn . 

The estimation error will be determined by the equation: 

         zLzLKuGuGBxAtx ˆˆˆˆ)(ˆ  . 

 

When analyzing the stability of the extended Kalman filter, we will use the Lyapunov method [10, 11]. Matrix )(1 t  

plays the role of a Riccati matrix for a linearly quadratic controller in the formation of the Lyapunov function. Since it 

is non-stationary, it is necessary to prove that it is bounded. 

Suppose  )()( tCtA  is completely observable and there are constants  and  , such that   )('0 iL  for 

li ...,,2,1),,(  . 

 

For any given trajectory )(ˆ tx , the Riccati equation (8) corresponds to the error covariance equation for the Kalman-

Bucy filter for a linear non-stationary system with matrix )(tA  and observation matrix )()(' tCtL  [7-11]. The grammar 

of observability for this system is limited as follows: for some 0 : 

),,(

),()()](')[(),(

),(),(

0
2

2

0
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ttF

dtCLCt

ttFttF
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where ),( t  – fundamental matrix: 







t

t

TT dtCCtttF



 ),()()(),(),(0  

is grammianom observability  )()( tCtA . Therefore, since  )()( tCtA  is received entirely uniformly observed, this 

applies to  )(')( tCLtA . In addition, 0)(  t  (since 0V ) and )(t  are uniformly bounded above and below for all 

0t . This allows the use of a quadratic function )(1 t Lyapunov for stability studies. 
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Suppose that for a system described by equations (l) - (4) (for 0 vw ), GG ˆ , LL ˆ , W  – is diagonal, and iL̂  – 

is positively and uniformly bounded above and below. Then following [6,12] it can be shown that the estimate obtained 

using equations (5) - (8) is globally asymptotically stable, i.e. 0~ x  at t , if 

   ii LL 'sup
2

1
'inf

),(),( 








 for li ,...,2,1 . 

 

III.SOLUTION OF THE TASK 
 

Consider the use of an extended constant-gain Kalman filter for stationary systems. Here, when calculating the gains 

((6), (8)), the constant 'L  is used. In particular, if we use IL ' , then the equation for the gain will take the form 

[2,4,10]: 
1 WCK T .       (9) 

 

Consider the estimator with exponential data weighting. Here algebraic Riccati equation includes a «  – shift» by 

analogy with the case of the linear quadratic regulator. For this purpose, the matrix of A is added to member I  (where 

  - non-negative scalar) and eigenvalues for the closed loop real parts are smaller –  . The algebraic Riccati equation 

will have the form: 

0)()( 1   VCWCIAIA TT .    (10) 

 

Thus, equations (9) and (10) are the same as for the steady state of the Kalman – Bucy filter for a linear object [4, 10]. 

Suppose that for a system described by equations (1) - (4) at 0 vw , А, В, С, V, W  – are stationary, GG ˆ  and 

LL ˆ . Then the estimator defined by expressions (5), (9) and (10) is globally asymptotically stable [6,12-14 ], if a 

liL Ei ,...,2,1,2/)1('   , 

where 

])2[( 111   CWCV T
ME   

M  – denotes the largest eigenvalue. 

 

Let us now consider dynamical systems described by nonlinear equations: 

,)(

,)),(),(),(()()(

00 xxx

tttutxdtAxtx



 
     (11) 

where  nn RtxRt )(,  state,  mRtu )(  control,  pRt)(  undefined parameter, A – constant matrix. 

 

The equations for the output are determined by the expression 

),()( tCxty        (12) 

where
qRty )(  – is the output, the matrix C is constant. 

 

Consider the task of synthesizing an observer based on information about the input and output and certain information 

about the structure of the system (11) so that the output of the observer x̂  is close to state х. 

We assume that in system (11), (12) the pair (A, C) is observable. 

It follows that there exists a matrix A  such that CA )( for KCAA 


. In addition, there is a solution 0P  of the 

Lyapunov equation 0,0  QQAPPAT
 [15-19], 

а) there is a function 
qmn RRh RR:)(   such that for all R),,,(  mn RRtux  : 

),,,(),,,( tuxhCtuxPd T   ; 

b) there are unknown constants 
r),0(   and a well-known function  RRR rm ),0(:)(  such that for all 

R),,,(  mn RRtux  , 
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),,(),,,( tutuxh   . 

v) for each RRtu m ),( , the function  Rtu r),0(:),,(  belongs to 1C  and is convex. 

Thus, for any r),0(, 21  , the inequality 

),)(,,(),,(),,( 21221 



 




 tututu  

Consider the following observer: 

),),(ˆ)(),(ˆ()()(ˆ)(ˆ tttytxptKytxAtx       (13) 

where nRtx )(ˆ  assessed condition. 

Then, adaptation parameter )(ˆ t  can be determined in accordance with the following adaptation algorithm [2,4,7]: 

















,ˆ)(ˆ

)(ˆ),ˆ,(),ˆ()(ˆ

00

21









t

tLtuyxLt
T

, 

where yxCyx  ˆ),( . Here 21,LL  – are constant, positive definite matrices. 

Let )()(ˆ)( txtxte 


 denote an error. If we subtract (13) from (11), we can obtain the following equation for the error: 

).),(),(),(()()),(ˆ),(),(),(ˆ()()(ˆ)( tttutxdtAxtttutytxptKytxAte  


  

Given KCAA   and (12), we can write 









0000 )(ˆ)(

)),(),(),(()),(),(),(),(ˆ()()(

xtxete

tttutxdtttutytxpteAte 
. 

Consider the observer (13) for function )(p  defined by the expression 

)ˆ(ˆ)ˆ,,ˆ( 1 yxCCPyxp T    .      (14) 

Here )(ˆ ty  – is the parameter corresponding to the expression 











00

2

2

1

ˆ)(ˆ

)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(ˆ

yt

tltytxClt




, 

where 0, 11 ll .  

Recall that ).()(ˆ)( txtxte  The equation for the error at p determined using (14) will have the form 









 

)(ˆ)(

)),(),(),(()]()(ˆ)[(ˆ)()(

0000

1

xtxete

tttutxdtytxCtCPteAte T 
. 

Now consider the case of a noisy exit. 

Let 

),()()( tvtCxty   

where  qRtv )(  noise in output measurements. Consider observer (13) at )(p  given by (14) [4.7]. Then, in 

accordance, one can propose the following adaptation algorithm: 











00

32
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ˆ)(ˆ

)(])()(ˆ[)()(ˆˆ





t

tltytxCltytxCl
, 

where 0,, 321 lll . The equation for the error has the form 

)),(),(),(()]()(ˆ)[(ˆ)()( 1 tttutxdtytxCtCPteAte T    . 
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VI.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The above algorithms make it possible to increase the degree of observability of controlled objects and qualitative 

indicators of the processes of managing complex systems. 
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